europe in suspense, august 8, 1939
" going on manoeuvres "—yes, only on manoeuvres ! Of course
it's only manoeuvres—just like last year. After all, the Dictators
must train their soldiers. They could scarcely do less in common
prudence, when the Danes, the Dutch, the Swiss, the Albanians—
and of course the Jews—may leap out upon them at any moment
and rob them of their living-space, and make them sign another
paper to say who began it. Besides these German and Italian
armies may have another work of Liberation to perform. It was
only last year they liberated Austria from the horrors of self-
government. It was only in March they freed the Czechoslovak
Republic from the misery of independent existence. It is only
two years ago that Signor Mussolini gave the ancient kingdom of
Abyssinia its Magna Charta. It is only two months ago that little
Albania got its writ of Habeas Corpus, and Mussolini sent in his
Bill of Rights for King Zog to pay. Why even at this moment,
the mountaineers of the Tyrol, a German-speaking population who
have dwelt in their beautiful valleys for a thousand years, are
being liberated, that is to say, uprooted, from the land they love,
from the soil which Andreas Hofer died to defend. No wonder
the armies are tramping on when there is so much liberation to
be done, and no wonder there is a hush among all the neighbours
of Germany and Italy while they are wondering which one is going
to be " liberated " next.
The Nazis say that they are being encircled. They have en-
circled themselves with a ring of neighbours who have to keep on
guessing who will be struck down next. This kind of guesswork
is a very tiring game. Countries, especially small countries, have
long ceased to find it amusing. Can you wonder that the neighbours
of Germany, both great and small, have begun to think of stopping
the game, by simply saying to the Nazis on the principle of the
Covenant of the League of Nations : " He who attacks any3 attacks
all. He who attacks the weakest will find he has attacked
the strongest." That is how we are spending our holiday over
here, in poor weather, in a lot of clouds. We hope it is better
with you.
One thing that has struck me as very strange, and that is the
resurgence of the one-man power after all these centuries of ex-
perience and progress. It is curious how the English-speaking
peoples have always had this horror of one-man power. They are
quite ready to follow a leader for a time, as long as he is serviceable
to them, but the idea of handing themselves over, lock, stock and
barrel, body and soul, to one man, and worshipping him'as if he
were an idol; that has always been odious to the whole theme and
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